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Lake Eureka
Disc Golf Course
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Limited OB Options:
On or over the parking
lot or pavement is OB.
Lake is OB. Mandatory
left of tree near the tee
box. Go to drop zone
with one penalty throw
for all throws from tee
or drop zone that come
to rest in the OB lake
or miss the mandatory.
Normal OB options for
the rest of the hole.
Rocks on shoreline are
inbounds. Players may
take 1m perpendicular
relief from the rocks as
if they were OB.

           1
Par 4

         633 ft



2

268

Right of roped area is
OB. Lake is OB. Rocks
on the shoreline are in
bounds and any disc
that comes to rest on
the rocks may take 1m
perpendicular relief
from the rocks as if
they were OB. Normal
OB options.

           2
Par 3

         350 ft



Drop
Zone

3

161

30

Lake to the left is OB.
Pavement to the right
is OB. If the drive
comes to rest OB, the
next shot must be
played from the drop
zone with a one throw
penalty. Rocks on
shoreline are inbounds.
Players may take 1m
perpendicular relief
from the rocks as if
they were OB. Normal
OB options for any
other shot on the hole.
Normal OB options.

           3
Par 3

         223 ft



4

13

On or over pavement
to the left is OB.
Normal OB options.

           4
Par 3

         234 ft



Drop
Zone

5

16

On or over path to the
right is OB. Must go left
of mandatory tree that
is marked. If you miss
the mandatory there is
a drop zone next to the
tree. The penalty for
missing the mandatory
tree is one stroke.
Normal OB options.

           5
Par 3

         423 ft
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Zone

6

308

Limited OB Options:
Disc must come to rest
over the ball diamond
fence and within the
roped area to be
considered in bounds.
Proceed to the drop
zone with penalty if the
first shot goes OB.
Penalty for any other
OB throw is a rethrow
from the previous lie
with a one throw
penalty.

           6
Par 4

         496 ft



7

15

Limited OB Options:
Disc must come to rest
within roped areas to
be considered in
bounds. Penalty is
rethrow from the
previous lie with a one
stroke penalty. The
creek to the left of the
basket is OB.

           7
Par 5

         897 ft



8

24 58

In or over creek on the
left is OB. Drive and lot
to the right is OB.
Normal OB options.

           8
Par 3

         261 ft
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Surrounded by water is
out of bounds. Over the
creek to the left or right
is OB. On or over the
road or parking lot to
the right is OB. Past
the roped line near the
green that goes
straight to the road is
OB. Rocks on the
shoreline are in bounds
and any disc that
comes to rest on the
rocks may take 1m
perpendicular relief
from the rocks as if
they were OB. Normal
OB options.

           9
Par 4

         773 ft



Drop
Zone

10

98 Limited OB Options:
Disc must come to rest
within roped area or on
the bridge to be
considered in bounds.
Proceed to the drop
zone with penalty if the
first shot goes OB.
Penalty for any other
OB throw is a rethrow
from the previous lie
with a one throw
penalty.

          10
Par 3

         354 ft
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Limited OB Options:
Disc must come to rest
within roped areas to
be considered in
bounds. On or over
path to the left is
considered OB. Going
in or over the creek
long is considered OB.
If a disc comes to rest
OB, the penalty is a
rethrow from previous
lie with a 1-throw
penalty.

          11
Par 4

         678 ft
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On or over sidewalk to
the left is OB. In or
over creek on the right
is considered OB.
Normal OB options.

          12
Par 3

         240 ft



13

Water Tower

302

19

Limited OB Options:
Disc must come to rest
within marked areas to
be considered in-
bounds. Landing
outside of roped areas
requires a rethrow from
previous lie with a 1-
throw penalty.

          13
Par 3

         354 ft
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14

Volleyball
Courts

Lake is OB. Left of the
roped area on the left
hand side of the
fairway is OB. Any
drive coming to rest OB
should proceed to the
drop zone with a one
stroke penalty. Rocks
on the shoreline are in
bounds and any disc
that comes to rest on
the rocks may take 1m
perpendicular relief
from the rocks as if
they were OB. Normal
OB options.

          14
Par 5

        1080 ft



15

Outside of the roped
area to the left of the
fairway and long of the
basket is OB. Lake is
OB. Rocks on the
shoreline are in bounds
and any disc that
comes to rest on the
rocks may take 1m
perpendicular relief
from the rocks as if
they were OB. Normal
OB options.

          15
Par 3

         290 ft



Drop Zone

16

Left of the rope that
defines 14's fairway is
OB. Long of the roped
area past the basket is
OB. Road to the right is
OB. Normal OB
options.

          16
Par 4

         606 ft



17

Volleyball
Courts

Limited OB Options:
Lake is OB; outside of
the roped area is OB.
The penalty for going
OB on any throw is a
rethrow from the
previous lie with a one
throw penalty.

          17
Par 3

         285 ft
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Volleyball

Courts

353

480

30

Lake to the left is OB
and pavement to the
right is OB. Roped area
right of basket and long
of basket is OB and is
clearly marked. Must
go left of mandatory
tree approximately 150'
from tee. The penalty
for missing the
mandatory tree is a
rethrow from the tee
with a one stroke
penalty. Normal OB
options.

          18
Par 4

         711 ft



Disclaimer: Map locations and distances are approximate and subject to change or removal. No
warranties will be made, stated or implied concerning the accuracy or completeness of data presented
in the mapping.




